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In the early 19th Century, Adelaide Lenormand, a fortune teller popular with the Paris elite, conjures a golem
for Napoleon Bonaparte during a dinner party. But something goes wrong. It looks nothing like the
manservant she promised. Even worse, immediately after it arrives, the golem steals the Emperor's Emerald
Scarab from a chain around his neck and mysteriously disappears.

Minutes later in London, Elise Dubois, an ER nurse from Tucson, is found sprawled in front of The Quiet
Woman Public House. She's wearing nothing but tattered shorts, a sports bra, and one pink running shoe.
Gripped in her fist is an Egyptian jewel, the scarab.

Now Bonaparte's Minister of Police is breathing down Adelaide's neck while her wealthy clients are
abandoning her. The women of La Société d'Isis, so wickedly encouraging when she'd first launched her
plot, remain silent to her pleas for help. Adelaide has no choice but to find the golem and restore her
reputation.

Troubled by nightmares of a wild-eyed French woman and worried she might be losing her mind, Elise tries
to blend in at the pub. But blending in is not her forte. She knows the moment the opportunity arises she'll
stop at nothing to return to 21st Century Arizona, even if that means breaking the heart of the one man who
understands her.

The Quiet Woman is the first in the Emerald Scarab Adventure series aimed at lovers of hard-edged
heroines. In a story of time travel, romance, and fortune, anything can happen.
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From reader reviews:

Maria Asbury:

Book will be written, printed, or illustrated for everything. You can recognize everything you want by a
publication. Book has a different type. As it is known to us that book is important thing to bring us around
the world. Beside that you can your reading ability was fluently. A e-book The Conjured Woman will make
you to end up being smarter. You can feel considerably more confidence if you can know about anything.
But some of you think which open or reading some sort of book make you bored. It is not make you fun.
Why they could be thought like that? Have you seeking best book or appropriate book with you?

James Hose:

Playing with family in a park, coming to see the coastal world or hanging out with pals is thing that usually
you will have done when you have spare time, then why you don't try factor that really opposite from that. A
single activity that make you not experience tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you are ride
on and with addition of information. Even you love The Conjured Woman, you can enjoy both. It is good
combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang-out type is it? Oh can occur its mind
hangout folks. What? Still don't buy it, oh come on its known as reading friends.

Fern Marshall:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to receive information. The information will make
someone to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information
quicker to share. You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and
soon. You will see that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. The particular book that
recommended to you is The Conjured Woman this book consist a lot of the information in the condition of
this world now. This particular book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The vocabulary
styles that writer make usage of to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some
investigation when he makes this book. Here is why this book appropriate all of you.

Gary Wells:

E-book is one of source of expertise. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen need book to know the upgrade information of year to year. As we know those
publications have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world. By
the book The Conjured Woman we can have more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? For being
creative person must prefer to read a book. Just simply choose the best book that acceptable with your aim.
Don't possibly be doubt to change your life with this book The Conjured Woman. You can more inviting
than now.
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